Measurements of erythrocyte flow velocity by means of grating laser microscope.
The possibility of measuring erythrocyte flow velocity by means of grating laser microscope has been examined in an in vitro test using erythrocytes smeared on glass plates and in vivo using microvessels in the web of a frog foot. Magnified projections of flowing erythrocytes are spatially filtered by a simple glass plate grating and then detected by a photomultiplier. Output signals from the photomultiplier are first electronically filtered so as to yield oscillating burst-like wave signals. Moving erythrocytes resulted in burst-like oscillation in output signals whose wave period (T) changed with their velocities. These results suggest that the velocity (V) of erythrocytes could be given by V = d/MT, where d and M represent the grating constant and the optical magnification, respectively. The requirement for the establishment of this relation was examined by the microscopic observation of smeared erythrocyte preparation. It was shown that the flow velocity of erythrocyte could be measured even when the size of magnified images of erythrocytes strongly exceeded the value of d and even when many erythrocytes existed. A preliminary experiment to confirm the possibility of methodological adaptation was made by measuring the flow velocity in venules of foot web of frogs. Heart rate increased in all six frogs studied when the frog body was warmed. However, the peripheral flow velocity increased only in three frogs, while it remained almost unaffected in the other three. This result suggests that the frog peripheral microcirculation is affected by complicated intrinsic factors.